Appendix 6
BNC Concordance lines for /sm/

and Port. Until 1961 hordes of the city's

small

boys believed that the barrel-laden barges

, the KGB, has issued a warning that the

small

autonomous republic of Bashkiria, in the

&formula; on the side of B, providing and z are

small

(within D or D", say), we can write &formula;

neither the autocracy of the family nor the

small-scale

operations of craft industry and merchant

The measurement is derived from the very

small

difference in the time of arrival of signals

filled by massive sheets of ignimbrite.

Smaller

, but still impressive, calderas are to

basalts and create massive basalt plateaus.

Small-scale

basalt eruptions can fill valleys and in

institutions of further education and but a

small

percentage enter university. For children

levels. Policy decisions A relatively

small

number of industrially advanced countries

something? Have an aspirin? Jenny

smiled

weakly. " You're as bad as Daddy," she

the sun. The light then passes through a

small

transparent section of the protective outer

her mother; he called on them constantly,

smiling

all the time, but never saying what he

was heartening in fact to hear that W H

Smith

is to celebrate is bi-centenary next year

two peas in a pod.' `I know.' Ronni

smiled

and hoped the flush in her cheeks could

glass. `So, what was I saying…? Ah, yes…' He

smiled

again. `I was accusing you of being a saboteur

back bumper.' Ronni looked into her

smiling

face and felt a sudden stab of envy. Dredge

' `Oh, no.' She shook her head and

smiled

a wry inner smile. That thorny subject,

the end of the holiday, and she only had a

small

amount of currency in her purse, she had

take it easy,' she told them with a warm

smile

. `We'll be having a quiet family supper

moved to a fresh site. Those with very

small

buccal capsules, like the trichostrongyloids

furthering our acquaintance.' As he simply

smiled

at her reaction, she hurried on to ask

important. Already her knitwear had gained a

small

foothold on the Continent. This gala could

had an idea that it might happen?' Fran

smoothed

her notes out on the table, willing her

he demanded, seeing the beginnings of her

smile

. `Are you?' Sarella nodded. `I see

district judges scrutinize the defences in

small

claims matters to see: (1) if they are

costs draftsman's fee, it may be a very

small

penalty to pay to test the accuracy of

the next two days let me just put a very

small

fraction of a picture up here. I don't

main emphasis of the plan is to look for

small

and inexpensive solutions, and it places

that part of it seems to have worked er,

smoothly

. However, we do need to recognize that

dioxide". Planting, he says, should be on a

small

scale, and" geared to local needs - fuel

Stewardship Council Environmental groups and

small

timber traders from around the world have

hurt for the thousandth time and forced a

smile

. `Are you busy tomorrow night? I

Kent, his brown eyes crinkling, and she

smiled

at him. He wasn't so bad, after all. The

jade, Travis.' He gave her a twisted

smile

. `Right now that's rather academic. Tell

palazzo . I must get some work done.' He

smiled

at her with lazy charm. `I was thinking

one elbow and said impishly, `The bread

smells

wonderful.' He sighed. `That serves

She turned hastily from the light of that

smile

and slid the credit card into the crack

problem, not hers. `Caroline.' Silvio's
Great-great-grandfather Sabatini.' She turned to
Nicolo, who

smile

strained at his teeth. `His Excellency

smiled

and held a glass out to her, one that seemed

shrugged. `I have no idea.' Caroline

smiled

a little, `But you might know the history

Caroline nodded. `She does, a little.' He

smiled

. `And it was your grandmother who convinced

velvet-covered sofas that flanked it. A

small

table stood nearby on which ivory chessmen

turned to stare at him and saw that he was

smiling

- a twisted smile that made her colour

her sister, Leonora managed a rather stiff

smile

to hide the joy bubbling inside her. `Do

The black lashes flickered. He gave a hard

smile

, and said, `The only one that I knew could

Rachel watched him and felt the dam burst,

smashing

back the last barriers to her soul, and

were a welcome relief and they stopped at

small

bars and quenched their thirst with local

it free around her golden shoulders. She

smeared

after-sun milk on her satin brown skin

interesting to behold.' He let her go and

smiled

cruelly. `I like a challenge. I rise to

get on with Maria Luisa'? Fernando

smiled

and glanced across at her. `Yes, she is

her before she reached it, however, and a

smile

crazily beamed its way up from her toes

What did I just say? This pen writes very

smoothly

. I would like another one of the same model

for them. Mr deletes only a very, a few

small

items totalling just over three thousand

doesn't really matter no that's fine, okay,

smashing

. Right, well as I say I've got your details

Jamie. It is a girl. 14 She stands

small

and thin by the curtained window, wearing

and then stop. `You first.' A tired

smile

flickers across her face. `You think I

. The seeds of most of the plants have a

smell

of vanilla; nine of the 10 epiphyte species

viscous dissipation; the other (usually

small

) integrates to zero and so is another energy

Pr &Gt; 1, there is vigorous disorganized

small-scale

motion as well as the rather coherent large-scale

large circle. Use to cover the cake drum,

smoothing

over and trimming away excess around the

be a much better idea though if its on a

smaller

scale. I could probably dig up some

begun.' Really, it was like consoling a

small

child. And Willi was usually such a tower

heads above the desk there were clouds of

smoke

blowing across the chemistry laboratory

These points are plotted and joined by a

smooth

curve which is the cumulative density function

to use the Student's t distribution. When

small

samples are used to estimate population

in municipal graft. Already there was a

small

queue of young people at the café door,

per bay in lieu thereof. The waste is a

small

perquisite that hath been granted us for

; the size of every drain, and more.

Smiling

, shift operator, makes his second appearance

new style was rapid and complete. A much

smaller

country than France, English work in the

crystallites and this is relatively greater for the

small

crystallites, resulting in lower melting

also important to examine the response to

small

mechanical stresses. Both laws can prove

definitely,' Church said. He came over and

smiled

at Dangerfield. `Tell you what,'

suddenly. `Fox,' she announced. `I can

smell

it. Can't mistake a fox. Rank.' They

bellows in the throat to expel the yellow

smoke

. The Hill of Heaven was flowery with silk

flashed up and down. The drinks fell. Glasses

smashed

. A red liquid oozed over the floor.

writing any more in her diary. Ell had

smartened

herself up and started to harangue the

- were simply triggered by the sense of

smell

and by hormonal or pheromonal stimulation

It was written that one day you returned

smelling

of snow and very ill from winter. A week

wolf until they too were sick. They chewed

small

slivers of the rancid meat and cried, and

in the end she took away samples in three

small

bottles and promised that she would return

behind the altar screen with a last puff of

smoke

and the chanting came to an end.

but when he walked out empty-handed she

smiled

inwardly at having won at least one small

attention, ordered their drinks. A

smile

still hovering round her mouth, she glanced

we've had in weeks!' Returning her

smile

, and feeling extraordinarily comforted,

Ellie; come on, get yourself ready, pin a

smile

on your face. Only another few hours to

so provide extra work space; others have

small

spray attachments at the side to aid cleaning

. Spare bits of wall which are too

small

for conventional cabinets can be used for

that she had hardly been able to speak or

smile

for days - but then that had suited her

surprising,' he murmured with a derisive

smile

. `The start of our professional relationship

big time, others don't,' Melissa remarked

smugly

. `Not everyone has the dedication, or the

clutching Willmouse to her neat breast. She was

smiling

, although there were tears in her grey

very distant, of a bugle. A faint

smell

of woodsmoke. And another sound,

was scattered, that only a few wisps of

smoke

rose here and there. Later, the knowledge

waist. Her lumbering footsteps kicked up

small

flurries of snow. She was weak from

farewells but Maggie absolutely refused to

smile

. She was not about to confirm their obvious

the quantity of work which keeping even a

small

house clean necessitated. She pushed

but a lovely smile. Me and my lovely

smile

walk down the street, the sky going dark

a cigarette, little black shiny eyes, a

smile

. `Have a fag.' `Yes, please

at the ankles, hands lightly clasped. He

smiled

like an engaging small boy. But he

possibly eliminated in this way were much

smaller

than the errors occurring for other reasons

Perry leads us up the unlit stairwell, the

smell

of urine sharp in our nostrils. On the

Essentially for the reason first advanced by Adam

Smith

in the quotation at the start of this chapter

option), Eddie Bell, Michael Stewart, Leala

Smith

, Andy Beattie and John Turnbull.

response has been almost too much for WEN's

small

City Road office. Letters and calls have

worst culprit? A Southalls brand made by

Smith

Nephew. The tests in Malaysia came in response

targets in a variety of scenarios in which

small

firearms are most likely to be used.

actuary. However this also accounts for the

small

size of the profession - there are at least

immediately arrested. The MRD later claimed that

small

crowds had assembled in six places without

and were used as fronts for cross-border

smuggling

operations. Attempts by the anti-gamblers

allow" millions" of borrowers, including

small

businesses and individuals with home loans

agency has helped them in running their

small

business. In addition, the research will

its objective of promoting the growth of
development, over approximately twenty years, of
a

small

businesses in the local community. Award

small

number of significant technologies, and

know about. It consists of placing a

small

clove of garlic underneath the tongue in

marketing in a sample of high technology

small

firms in Scotland and South East England

this concrete, concrete type of erm small,

small

brick. So about er erm two hundred by three

local elections simultaneously in large and

small

areas. Political parties were not formally

assembly had approved the purchase of two

small

nuclear reactors from China. MIDDLE

effectively barred from their jobs in Israel. A

small

number of Palestinian workers were permitted

spoken in south (Wallonia) (both official);

small

German-speaking minority in east. Religion

public services in the 1990s. Mr. Chris

Smith

(Islington, South and Finsbury) Once

destination, seen dimly through the coal-fire

smog

, our future academic colleagues lined up

proximity to the main highway. There are

small

repair shops with antique lathes and grinding

to kick holes in the backs of the other,

smaller

kilns. At night, as they huddled

be guarded from the children. Rita in her

small

flat is typical. Rita has given up the

confusing, semi-organized information? Even

small

children seem to manage it. Indeed children

press. It is clear that finance, even for a

small

museum, cannot be taken lightly, but this

does she come to be here?' Matilda's

smile

was mocking. `Why, Tracy Castle is held

her hand and sniffing experimentally. `It

smells

a bit stale, but there's no wine so it

announced in the Aims of the Society we have a

small-scale

preservation programme. Current plans include

others protected you?' I nodded. He

smiled

thinly. `You must have powerful protectors

agog with curiosity. (I see the chaplain

smirking

again, probably because I vomited. I'd

Lady Francesca was clothed all in white, a

small

, lace veil over her lovely hair, pearls

ball with his foot. Its croak sounds like a

smoker

's cough. `Cain't even cross a road

tribute to the entrepreneurs and to the

small

business men of this country that they

encouraging them to smoke and to carry on

smoking

. That will doubtless be satisfactory news

most people as is the need to safeguard

small

producers and to protect rural communities

, too. I remember in particular the huge

smile

that he had on his face when the Government

possession, she ran her fingers over his long

smooth

back and felt his muscles tighten in response

again. How about a game of cards?' A wry

smile

. `That's a pretty harmless occupation -

fat collections when they can publish a

small

number of readily marketable volumes. For

file and a second-cut half-round file.

Small

hand drill Floorboard lifter When you

close attention both to contrast and to

small

details. In stressing the insecure, non-legal

's mouth quirked in a mirthless, sardonic

smile

. `What a naïve little thing you are. Shall

proximal segments. The tentacle pores are

small

, each is armed with one large flat leaf-like

ventral interradial plates are slightly

smaller

than the dorsal plates and there is usually

contrary, the molecules involved are so

small

- remember all those New Testaments fitting

convenient unit as our basis of correlation. The

smaller

unit must define the larger. Thus the base

transistor radios played loudly. There was a

smell

of frying. The Queen Victoria Hotel

in her furs, huge as a bear, perched on a

small

stool all but hidden beneath the furs and

shown in Fig. 3.3 in which the stiffness for

small

loads (up to 0-15 TPK) is appreciably higher

. " Dear father, thank you so much," her

smile

said - for he had loved and cherished her

word." She held out her hand to him and

smiled

. " I'm absolutely all right, father - really

distinguishing between different categories of

small

town. Much of our knowledge about

a more developed central core among the

small

towns is an important one which requires

lesser ability than Europeans. When Ian

Smith

made his Unilateral Declaration of Independence

. Under the new scheme the UK received a

smaller

adjustment than under the earlier scheme

tax… they would not knit or spin for so

small

wages, as they receive for that work, because

things from different perspectives. For Adam

Smith

in 1776, laying down the philosophical

suggest that enteroglucagon is trophic to the

small

intestinal musoca. Release of these peptides

pedlars reported anyone on the roads. ' She

smiled

. `Perhaps he has been delayed. Perhaps

various biological actions including vascular

smooth

muscle relaxation and inhibition of platelet

Inner Temple which was successful (and to a

small

extent profitable) despite the `Garden'

right to representative here, and just a

small

number have elected . I mean, we consciously

acid secretion, and duodenogastric reflux.

Smoking

may prevent healing of oesophagitis by

secretion associated with each cigarette
STATISTICAL METHODS The influence of age,
sex,

smoked

. This could in turn lead to interference

smoking

, use of prednisolone or second line treatments

the transmembrane potentials of individual

smooth

muscle cells. The apparent continuously

when she was joined by Anne Locke and Sarah

Smith

(both now living and teaching Medau in

Nevertheless, the move to Easingwold, a

small

market town that was similar in many ways

Susan and Carrie there, and you're going to

smile

as if nothing had happened here tonight

is direct biopsy of the stricture using

small

forceps under fluoroscopic control. The

varices at the mucocutaneous junctions of

small

or large bowel stomas in patients with

both sexes, the increased frequency of the
asymptomatic patients with visceral
pseudoaneurysms

small

fragment in patients with gastric ulcer

smaller

than 2.5 cm in diameter, except for women

brought genetic research within reach of

small

laboratories. Genetic mutations play

risk of clinical gall bladder disease among

smokers

in a case control study of female twins

presented is consistent with its having a

small

rather than dominating impact. As with

should not preclude CPR, controversy still

smoulders

over the application of modern drugs and

department. A reference centre functioning as a

small

hospital with 24-hour cover needs many

on a hill above the Golden Horn, was too

small

to act as a capital city for the Roman

edge of the waters at what looked like a

small

landing-stage, perhaps once used to moor

the tiles, same old greed behind the PR

smiles

.' 12. `How fine your life used to be, runnin'

cleavage, who shared an appreciation of

small

newspapers with big headlines, a moderate

funeral - is that correct?' A faint

smile

- the first. `Our neighbour has been talking

McInnes,' she said, dead straight. `Big M,

small

C, big I.' `So your father is called

of course it's not usual to get yourself

smashed

up in a car accident in the first place

back to stirring the soup, which I could

smell

now above the cigar smoke. I could feel

train home. And the word `attrition' is the

smell

of oxidized sulphur in the tunnel of disguised

n't you see how quick I am on my feet?' He

smiled

in a way that had charmed the matrons of

making things lighter, slimmer, shorter and

smaller

', leading to creative individuals being

damped down but not extinguished, anger

smouldered

in Lou's eyes. `Now don't get worked

oil-film faintly and a little aloof, a grey

smudge

fading and darkening into the waters. MERSEY

heard of it? S specific, objective should be

smart

. Or you could put magical? Manageable.

soul's glimpses of its distant goal, as"

smale

sodeyn glideren out smale caues fro citee

changes of the 1860s swept away many of the

smaller

legations in Germany and Italy, and the

certainty of it gave her the strength to

smile

. `I should hope so. You haven't solved

big show at very short notice.' Sims

smiled

back. His teeth were very even and, of

wonder that taxi driver was giving me the big

smirk

. But I should have guessed: what other

speech for Sergeant Henley, who relied on

smiles

and sighs and significant silences. And

They drank the coffee in the kitchen. No

small

talk, but a friendly silence. `So

Coffin took it from him. It was a

small

, two-dimensional, painted cardboard figure

pistol in his lap. He throws Rachel a wicked

smile

. `You come here often? The joint's really

.' `Daddy, darling,' Alyssia said,

smiling

genuinely for the first time since she

of her shoulders like a caress. Blue eyes

smiled

from a face that, while not strictly beautiful

dusted their wings in fennel and made the air

smell

of aniseed. Mudbound tideposts staggered

buffer, had been drawn to the kitchen by the

smell

of newly baked bread, and was doubtless

though Horrocks's manner was, there was

small

occasion for pleasure in a doctor's professional

educational attainment remain, they are

smaller

in the comprehensive system than they were

rod with a chisel-end forged by the mine

smiths

. In hard rock the edge soon became dull

a debt of gratitude there." Martha

smiled

, perfectly tranquil. Joel Swanson

prison. This morning at breakfast we were

smoking

the last two. Anna's went out while it

neck, mesmerized by trying to imagine the

smooth

body under the blue polo-necked sweater

shot two nyala, both with disappointingly

small

horns. Determined to shoot one with a really

says Sara Lewis Vegetarian seekh kebabs 1

small

onion, finely chopped 50g/2oz blanched

girl varieties, in the same sizes, but in a

smaller

, easier to carry and more convenient pack

mushroom by the bar. A few seconds later a

smug

, exhausted man in an impeccable business

government is so concerned about the financing of

small

businesses that Anthony economic secretary

city itself, and the Greater York area. Ian

Smith

, Ryedale District. Erm Ryedale District

thirteen that they do not define small. How

small

is small? Mr Curtis, do you want to Yes

Cathy and Hughie like, in two Yeah. months

smoking

. That's right. That's right. I mean we

fat soutane to the small fat soutane. The

small

fat soutane nodded sympathetically.

proud.' Luke allowed himself a small

smile

then gave a brief nod in Merrill's direction

light breeze. At peace with his world. A

smile

curved her lips. Not for long, though.

cashflow as a percentage of sales. The

Small

Branch of the Year Award was won for the

management system for use within the home or

small

organisation. The details held against

session in seconds. Copy QM features

Smart-Format

which formats only the parts of a disk

putative purchaser would be to reduce the

Smartdrive

cache to one megabyte and institute a 2MB

Graphics Editor. AWI2.tif I've copied the

small

group of palm trees, and pasted the image

the choice of placement radio buttons. A

smaller

bitmap can be tiled, as this is, or you

loaded up the big trees as an actor. Note the

small

icons in the actor window to the right

steps, and everything is split down into the

smallest

possible steps. You could get quite a lot

the grass makes more grass, and all the

small

things that live in the grass reproduce

decisions.' She arched her eyebrows enquiringly,

smiling

into his watchful face, her pulse beating

my knowledge of your country is abysmally

small

- but the more I see of it, the more I

same Poisoned food rap UNEMPLOYED Paul

Smith

, 27, of Cheltenham, Glos, was remanded

free, from my heart.' Meredith's warm

smile

made the two men respond with smiles of

' he said meekly. But there was a secret

smile

beneath the bland expression, and she worried

Slowly her head turned to him and her eyes

smiled

at his. `Of course,' she said huskily.

desire.' `Lady Isabella,' Cranston said

smoothly

, `it is well known that your husband had

Benedicta's eyes rounded in surprise but she

smiled

and agreed so quickly that the friar wondered

- then covers the shore, Above the same

small

spot the buzzard hovers, The man on the

I bawled. `Mistress Hopkins!' The

small

passageway was shadowy and fetid and my

found Damien sprawled over the prie-dieu. A

small

crossbow bolt had been sent smashing into

eavesdrop. He stared through the paned glass and

smiled

apologetically. `You are correct,

smiled at her look of astonishment. `It's a

small

community, Hilary, and the hospital is

and start paying off your debt.' He

smiled

as he said it, but Lisa did not smile back

`No such presumption was intended.' Vass

smiled

that fleeting, luminous smile of his that

Think about it, anyway.' He smiled a quick

smile

. `Consider the offer to be part of our

that there are more continuous, relatively

small-scale

changes which affect political life. Thus

the ground. There was a sucking noise, a

small

pool of water formed, and the branch sank

Corbett walked over, arms folded, and

smiled

icily down at his inveterate enemy.

five who had introduced herself as Jane

Smith

. `What a pretty locket' remarked

smoothing devices (May), and relatively

small

changes in inclination of the line in the

you again next year - and thanks to F John

Smith

and Varina Tootell for their organisation

`borrowed' Essex's exam on payment of a

small

fee. The number of authorities using Moray

window, with its view of the fire escape,

smoking

a joint he'd bought in an amusement arcade

round the back of the church and up into a

small

raised garden where there were indeed some

between each of the two adjustable parts.

Small

panels of bold, simple very low relief

quickly. Remember, too, that the thermals are

smaller

nearer to the ground, reinforcing the need

at the Bacon show and I smiled at him he

smiled

back at once, then remembered and tried

slipped down into marked collusion with the

smart

, with upstarts and bohemians. The well-born

loch and up Glen Pean. Midges drawn by the

smell

of their sweat swarmed round their heads

the table. Veronica lit a cigarette. `No

smoking

,' he turned, spatula in hand. `One of the

re-open until February. That way we can keep

smiling

at our customers during the rest of the

the restructuring of a new statelet with

smaller

geographical boundaries in which their

said Mrs Hollidaye, cutting and spreading a

small

slice. But Dot couldn't. `Lovely

family life. This time, when Bella

smiled

and said, `So - bilberrying tomorrow?'

just have to wait and see.' She gave a tiny

smile

, brave but near tears, and then vanished

using a diamond-impregnated coring bit. The

small

cylinder of sample removed is then sliced

had been in there. Maybe she would even

smell

a whiff of perfume. He wished he could

was a writer who got his best ideas in the

small

hours. Unfortunately, PC Dickens happened

appeared to hold at least two of everything.

Small

drawers, their lists of contents framed

political adjustments, becoming Labour MP for

Smethwick

in 1926. Mosley's economic philosophy

weedy patch, we laid out black plastic to

smother

the weeds when they grew. Some time later

full household: grown-ups, big children,

small

children, a baby, and a shop, as well as

main vein running through them. 3 Fill a

small

pot with moist compost made from 50:50

are not amateurs living the good life on a

smallholding

. From the dairy yard where Friesian cows

and boots second-hand (one pair from Mrs

Smith

herself) and a roughly matched set of yellow

but a minute, miss. Agnes nodded and

smiled

at her; then, as Nan came behind the counter

won't die then?' The nurse gave a

small

laugh as he said, `Well, not until he's

nudging into wind as this will create a

small

gap downwind. With between four and eight

offered it to him, with the slightest of

smiles

while Denis held the paten below his uncle

days when few travellers came this way. A

small

bridge gives access to a Youth Hostel,

in the centre of a rose bed, there was a

small

slab which looked suspiciously Roman; I

hill. The estate also offer fishing on a

smaller

water, Starburn Loch, a mile south from

naturally, fall out nearer the vent; the

smaller

ones fall more slowly and are dispersed

followers, and to Germany as a whole. A

small

party of his vassals took his body to nearby

lip and during conversation he frequently

smoothed

it down in a rather absent-minded fashion

Championship titles. It was Tip's first

smell

of Open success, and it gave him an appetite

damage. Gas leakages can be detected by

smell

or by instruments. Any evidence of leakage

willing to deliver good quality coal, or

smokeless

fuel if it is a smokeless zone. Check!

demonstrate that there was still some room for the

small

man. Desert Orchid faced eleven opponents

for all the wrong reasons. Sitting in a

small

room with a strange man asking me questions

Miss Cress had periwinkle-blue eyes,

small

and clear as stars. They were on Alida's

down into that great, that unseemly bed, to

smother

and suffocate? For she cannot raise herself

wish you would not laugh at me, Isabel.

Smirk

is more the word.' `Perhaps you would

Trains these days,' he said slowly, `do not

smell

. It's years since you went on a train,

onions from Tazarbu to Ajdabiya. People sold

smaller

surpluses in the local markets: a gardener

`If I can give my fans enjoyment in some

small

way, that really makes what I do worthwhile

capital T, capital A,' he replied, still as

smooth

as syrup. `But I think you have used some

`Admit it, you were reading!' She

smiled

, then brushed his mouth again with hers

then the link was cut. I paced around

smoking

while I decided what to do. I thought I

have made the cutting of the meat into very

small

slices so much easier, Mitzi was intent

of the hand was rewarded with a delicious

smile

. `Very good!' Her voice became deadly

through one of two circuits of transistors. A

small

amount of power is needed - such as from

experiments at Yale which showed that the

smell

of chocolate helped subjects to remember

women who can comply with it is considerably

smaller

thin the proportion of men who can comply

some thirty numbers. One can make a very

small

mistake which is a very clear one, as when

responsibility for it. Small insights turn into

small

fallacies in this account. For example,

The way they are cut also disguises her

smallish

breasts and widish hips while making the

writing everything down now look up and

smile

wryly at Robyn Penrose, like victims of

looked round the table as if daring anyone to

smile

. No one did. He explained the Shadow Scheme

a piece of paper pinned to its blanket,

Smith

, Maisie. The Lobster Pot, if still in existence

further along the bar. She, naturally enough,

smiled

back. Maggie had never been to the

element among the peasantry (Pearse 1975). A

small

number are able to manipulate the new situation

years ago I saw a modification with two

small

hydraulic servos, one fitted to the front

More damning evidence came from the

small

survivor, Harry Symmonds. He remembered

and drawbacks of early manhood. Hutt was

small

, 5'2&ins;, and did his best to compensate

sympathy.' He produced one of his rare

smiles

and came back to his chair. `I am a practical

creeping in for the good old days. Arthur

Smith

sighed for political satire, and wondered

the second or fourth repeat he made some

small

alteration in the ports de bras so that

mobile cellular radio services, which have a

small

bunch of frequencies around 900 MHz. Cellular

My concerns were unfounded because Roland

Smith

has managed to select walks over 60 of

Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey

SM5

2AS. Please make cheques for £14.95 (which

electricity generating companies, Mr John

Smith

, the shadow Chancellor, said last night

reason for their choice. Mrs Angela

Smith

, 30, was typical. `I like him. I think

election. Why couldn't they go back to

small

strategy meetings? Before the election,

is perfect; the rest is damaged, from a

small

chip to half the piece missing. Then it

times. That will certainly mean a slightly

smaller

, lighter car with an engine of less than

poise, a rich creamy mousse and a soft,

smooth

taste. Victoria Wine's price is an April

with the train,' a BR spokesman said. `It

smashed

into the side of the train, rolled 180

balls,' Mcduff told him. `But eels are

small

,' said Endill. `They couldn't eat whole

from old magazines. In another corner was a

small

box. Endill presumed it was the box of

walk to Kitzbuhel. Kirchberg has a

small

lake which is excellent for both swimming

other sleeping areas. Preferably,

smoke

detectors should be fixed to the ceiling

continental rivals to make bids in Britain.

Smaller

firms in the UK are more vulnerable to

would be as pointless as trying another

smile

. He checked the reef. Thirty yards

from pole to pole every year, to feed on

small

fish. Islands Islands are in many

violent and sexual crime remains relatively

small

. But fear of crime can have a devastating

disagreeable character. He used to come home

smelling

of iron-filings, and would sit down, unwashed

the pardon,' Mr Carnogursky said with a

smile

. While he had known of the groundswell

women already make up a substantial part of

small

firm employment - would fill the gap left

end of the bay a few houses and Ireland's

smallest

church, measuring 12ft by 6ft, make up

fuss of Joe Jackson. Which might go some

small

way towards explaining why this weekend

wished for a better comeback, and with Robin

Smith

making a stylish 70, England made 263 for

could they relax. And here and there, a

small

private groan at the harshness of the Chancellor

million worth of books a year. W.H.

Smith

, which has a 20 per cent share of the market

murder of John Lennon and Goodbye. The

Smiths

Echo & The Bunnymen Talking Heads Bros

icing on the cake for the growing army of

small

shareholders. With a carefully selected

Dixons have been losing market share to

small

independent shopkeepers. Kingfisher

the resident community of the relatively

small

set of people who own and control the land

on the floor above. It was as wide as a

small

room, but there were bulky pieces of old

the Bishop's Palace, was heavy with the

smell

of powder and sweat. `All three of

research on Kuwait oil fires indicate that the

smoke

did not appear to be rising high enough

contemporary Sir Ronald Fisher. John Maynard

Smith

, who was Haldane's pupil, says his most

the seeds and stem and chop the flesh into

small

cubes. Wash the spinach, pull off the stalks

used to elect Mr Kinnock in 1983, make a

smooth

transition impossible. In normal circumstances

not want it to. They were frightened of Mr

Smith

's taxes. Except in the ballot box, the

a flexible sort - an enthusiastic cigar

smoker

, he was until recently front man for a

forty separate strips. If a family held a

small

amount of land and was in a village with

0494 772728. Northamptonshire's Cliff

Smart

's Angling Holidays are offering up to £500

memories of the glorious Maserati-engined

SM

. Citroen's design director Art Blakeslee

manageable, because envy fastens most upon the

smallest

, not the largest, inequalities and upon

a feeling of `the show must go on' they

smile

in public and are sick off stage.

more of that fucking horrible tea?' He was

smiling

. I hadn't seen him smiling before. `Don't

in Britain this Indian urban middle-class

smartness

, not westernisation, is the thing to aim

acrid fumes. Airports have been closed.

Smoke

hangs in a yellow pall over half the country

convenience and learn to regard ourselves as one

small

part of a much larger whole. He knows

friends were a clean-living set - none of them

smoked

or drank much - and when they went out,

removed). FISH Kipper - or other oily fish eg

smoked

mackerel. CEREAL Wholemeal flour oat bran

staying on in Europe will henceforth be

smaller

. The trouble is that such verities

such as extension and motion: what looks

small

to me will seem large to a mite; some movements

and the higher the price, leading to ever

smaller

orders. `Absurdity' would be reached when

his batsmen just what to do. David

Smith

was flown in from England as cover for

would be struck by the quietness of the

small

pool. No great torrents of water, no spectacular

is to pack as much magnetic punch into as

small

an amount of seawater as possible. That

- vanquished by, of all people, the UN -

smiled

dutifully as his flag came down. The best

guaranteed that our own cosy little universe was

smooth

and safe also guaranteed that everything

p115). Beat 175g/6oz cream cheese until

smooth

, add 1-2 × 15ml/tbsp single cream or strained

Road, one of the rows of recently built

small

houses parallel to Battersea Rise and between

candles down, it's time to go!'' The

Smiths

were prime movers in what you could call

is fantasized here is a perfect life - a

smoothly

running, perfectly functional, utilitarian

me?' `Thank you, I'd like to.' She

smiled

at him and he smiled back, cheered by the

An increasingly popular choice for

small

families are the prepared roasts such as

it retains its enthusiasm. Having

smilingly

watched Palmer acknowledge his footsoldiers

days' delay and the heavy casualties this

small

force and the RAF who supported them had

wholesale (re) planting of watersheds or in

smaller

areas such as gullies and riverbanks

stores for the Best company where boxes are

smashed

into and eroded, with trees growing through

indicating that there may have been some

small

reduction in the fee income of architects

Another Roadside Attraction deliberately

smothers

a simple plot by amassing more and more

hair. And then he saw, in the side of the

smooth

box, which had no visible cleft or split

Sternberg in pastoral costume. There are some

small

displays of fine examples of 18C glass

more years. Lone parents have much

smaller

proportions of household heads in the labour

after a life's hard work.' Llewellyn

Smith

's London survey of the 1930s similarly

long, sinewy, racehorse kind of legs and a

small

straight nose of classic proportions. Her

Craigleith (1872), Streetsville (1879),

Smithville

, Grimsby (1882), Whitby, and Don (1899)

that, as a county, it was significantly

smaller

than it later became, and that (in particular

behind me. I turn around and see a

small

, fat man leaning on his garden fence. He

walls of ice around themselves and drilled

small

holes through to the sea, over which they

of them. The margins for error on a

smallholding

are extremely narrow; only a skilled and

of wheat. This could be a godsend to the

smallholder

, especially on poor, cold land. I grew

either 5 ¼ or 5 ¾ inch. The concave is from

SMA

[Santa Cruz] so it's fully dialled. The

to married couples on honeymoon, whatever

small

proportion of such couples, these days,

showing the discerning outside eye that The

Smiths

are, proverbially in rockspeak, well messed

fine actress indeed. On October 9,

Smash

Hits published what must be regarded as

his wife when he spun out of control and

smashed

into a brick wall. Although the car was

if he were to be truly distanced from The

Smiths

, would denounce fervently. Still, the album

And I followed this with a suitably modest

smile

to indicate without ambiguity that I had

`Although the number of applications is

small

, there is little doubt that the scheme

performances down to a fine art. His boyish

smile

and double chin are now instantly recognised

Environment, to reject the scheme for a

small

new town among the gravel pits and conifers

is the pollution that it generates. The

smoke

emitted from the chimneys of incinerators

. It is contained in ½ pint of beer OR 1

small

sherry OR &frac13; pint of cider. 10 `units

bay leaf 1 eating apple, cored and chopped

small

2 teaspoons Branston pickle 1 teaspoon

wanting money.' There were still a few

small

debts, persistent agents, forlorn hopes

poker, did not even try to fight. Standing.

Small

and forlorn, as if exorcised. Her own particular

Louis was told that it was substantially

smaller

than in the previous year, but in fact

When at last they sat down to eat, a

small

crowd of children had gathered in the doorway

whole organisation', and suggested that `

smaller

authorities who were unlikely to have their

he bought it. Dr. Francis Maylett

Smith

remained the General Practitioner at Collier

ground uneven. There was a multitude of

small

tracks that began promisingly and died

almost expected to see giant Atlantic waves

smashing

against the great wall but, no, the far

Fitzpomeroy - said trenchantly: `The name is

Smith

.' And then …' She paused dramatically.

traffic churned through it. In her

small

workroom on the top floor of a crumbling

Paula made herself up carefully, put on her

smartest

suit - a cheap version of the one she had

questions, Master Clerk, from England!' Corbett

smiled

. `I am sorry,' he apologised. `But the

stairs and Corbett followed Benstede into a

small

, grim chamber with a bed of straw in the

scrabbling at the foot of his cell door and two

small

dark shadows blocked the faint line of

this. Moreover, there is not so much to

smell

when you are flying high up and away from

for individually. By the 1840s, the

Smith

brothers had 60 employees, many of them

proletariat; and (b) the transformation of

small-scale

petty-commodity peasant production into

rolls, new, unused. Toilet roll, used, in

small

smelly brown-streaked sheets - both the

smell. With drinking dishes, however, the

smell

of the detergent is simply added to the

imitation of something else. Limoux, a

small

town in the département of the Aude in

way of getting through the work because a

small

group can afford to take more time to consider

data or a program. Because a byte is very

small

, memory size is usually spoken of in terms

and beyond, which have been described by

Smith

, Barber-Lomax, and especially Alder, who

pollution, due to the fact that the reduction in

smoke

has been accompanied by a fall in sulphur

both the crushing and slicing of food. The

smallest

species considered here is the bat-eared

the fennel into small pieces and flake the

smoked

trout. Mix together with the mayonnaise

dreams of his youth, when he was a tough,

small-time

bookie around the dog tracks of London,

's plain face creased into a mischievous

smile

. `He must be special to take you all that

old papers and up past several floors of

small

businesses before being welcomed into the

systems and most of these have been on a

small

scale. Nevertheless, we have learnt several

forthcoming if the participating businesses are

small

or medium-sized enterprises, although joint

It is always necessary to control, to use

small

movements.' `I understand,' I said

western front.' `Pass, friend.' I

smiled

and went on down the train, getting the

in their lives. So they burn things… and

smash

things… Paint slogans on walls… leave their

areas of the world, with the Shorts 330

small

airliner, and with parts for export to

Menegon-Bidi area, which represents only a

small

proportion of the total 3000 ha of lost

more intensive flood-land cultivation where

small-scale

irrigation is practised. The most successful

with you in the supermarket by buying a

small

treat as you leave. State the condition

much as 10 3 or 1000 times as high as the

smallest

; four cycle paper would allow it to be

oversensitive, fussy and fastidious. Sensitive to

smell

and touch. Chilly, always taking

Gilmour and me in Studio `A' Control Room,

smiled

. `Ja, Ja' he said, `you are right. But

but more so caninity) is heir to. That old

smarty

pants Dr Samuel Johnson was fond of saying

example: `The favourite food of regular

smokers

is curry compared to apples for non-smokers

developed a general policy that loans to

small

, high-technology firms can provide a good

floors, the strangest are probably the black

smokers

- the hot springs on the East Pacific Rise

copper had been mined by Roman times. To

smelt

this ore, the forests of Cyprus must have

, but there is a statistical bias toward

smaller

specimens in the Yamato ice fields and

turned out that victorious females selected

small

cocks, and small birds were more likely

this. One group of pirates has made a

small

add-on circuit board which makes it easier

official report that he was not apprised of

Smith

's priority. In the circumstances it is,

voltage in silicon MOSFETs does not vary

smoothly

but makes quantum steps as V is varied

of up to 30 at Weir Wood Reservoir, with

small

numbers regular elsewhere. Prolonged frost

cut off from their home bank by one of the

smaller

, less fearsome tides. Once the trough had

last stage by a Frenchman, Jean Robic .

Small

, belligerent, Robic was one of those cyclists

to return home to Polperro and purchase a

small

coasting schooner. Unfortunately he was

next century. For much of this time Holroyd

Smith

was synonymous with Blackpool, the location

the giant cries out: Fee, Fi, Fo, Fum I

smell

the blood of an Englishman. Be he alive

cattlemen showed a marked preference for

smaller

, blockier British beef bulls at the annual

method one is necessarily handling very

small

numbers. However, such analysis can often

back to their car, Mary hurried towards

Smiling

Meadow. As soon as she reached the open

requiring less than 250 standard man days (

smd

) work per annum, even though many of them

Chapman next to nothing. Walden was so

small

that on one occasion, entering the players

a big increase, spread over a number of

small

projects. `Because of the financial strength

denitrification, acid mind drainage, biochemical

smog

, and depletion of the ozone layer.

care when making purchases; where there is

small

print it should be read carefully or, if

well. These quickly became the norm. This

small

evolutionary step of `industrial melanism

probably cheaper and better qualified to help

smaller

companies. `From our own research

admitted to the Royal Family Order (the

small

ribbon brooch worn on the left shoulder

excellent local vintages. Arrecife is

small

and surprisingly unspoilt, with a cheerful

save time as well as tempers if you replace

small

buttons with something a bit more chunky

we always wanted it to Right: Even this

small

spare bedroom is full of antique finds

the ABTA scheme thought awards were too
Himalayas John Hayward was awarded the
Kenneth

small

and there's evidence that arbitrators awarded

Smith

Scholarship last year and sent us this

Powder skiing is something to learn in a
SPANISH OMELETTE (Spain) Ingredients 6
eggs 1

small

private group with a maximum of two or

small

onion 3 small potatoes, boiled and sliced

and hundreds of tiny bays and inlets hide

small

holiday developments. Offshore, there's

almost any container. You could put some

small

flowers, such as crocuses, in a pretty

won in K2 from the two British crews but

Smith/Savage

pushed them to the line. On the other

obtained. Through all these means

small

bodies can bring to the terrestrial planets

rotation and the orbital eccentricity is

small

, and therefore the tide on m always lies

100 years ago. By contrast, some of the

smallest

features seen have lasted for only a few

nervously from side to side. Cleo

smiled

and smoothed her skirts, finding them quite

and then cut to blackout, and there was a

smattering

of couldn't-care-less applause from the

throat. She smiled for Riven though, and that

smile

was like a sword blade thrust in his chest

Donleavy carefully itemized the equipment on a

small

yellow legal pad and Coleman signed for

from her too-tight black costume; Rose,

small-boned

and slender, looked remarkably young and

descriptions carefully, for some of the

smaller

pools are really rock pools which are intended

The Gilf Kebir consists of a monotonously

smooth

plateau, the size of Wales, formed of Nubian

struggling against a mighty wind, but unable to

smite

anything tangible within its. reach. Its

Alexandra came into the bar, held out his hand,

smiled

, showing beautiful teeth. He handed her

the doctor, with a smile. But suddenly the

smile

left his face and was replaced by an expression

time before I began my experiment. Only a

small

mistake in the mixture of the drug could

of violins. Avoid it, therefore, in the

small

orchestra. The oboe tends to impoverish

seemed to shine on that crowded platform. It

smelled

of shellfish, newsprint, disinfectant -

than the whole word but not invariably as

small

as the grapheme. Exactly the same

majorities. In October 1974 Labour won only a

small

majority of seats but that majority had

a hard time (Schneider, 1990, pp. 30-9;

Smith

, 1992, pp. 132-6). As time went on, however

problem for young mothers with, with, with

small

children, as equally it would be a problem

heavy smell of opium came to meet him and he

smiled

in pleasure. But in the room he saw a young

to live mine…' She managed a slight, wry

smile

. `The funny side hit me when I woke up

schooled by Tommaso to make at the cafe, like a

small

bird at a fountain. `I had pistachio

to keep proving to them that I can.' Emma

smiled

valorously, proud of her facade. Her eyes

endpapers of novels were a rich source of

small

prints as were old plates, teapots, and

NUREG-0558, 1979). Despite the apparently

small

health effects, this accident had far-reaching

operation. By comparison, a transistor is

smaller

, more robust and requires much less power

Her husband works shifts and they have a

small

baby.) Next I photocopy the bank

primeval world could support on quite a

small

area-as later dinosaur pictures always

majority in favour of including women was still

small

and as Martin Pugh has commented, `when

set up her own movement. To recruit. She

smiled

and looked up again. `What else?'

not married, you understand?' Karr's

smile

faded momentarily. `Ah… forgive me.' He

included an appendix on whether to let blood in

smallpox

. Pemell's productivity continued with Tractatus

executed in sombre earth colours, they are

small

and highly finished. The drawings are mostly

Canton and a hospital in Macao. Also, with a

small

hand press in 1827, he started the Canton

mill, where he was given a lathe and built

small

working steam engines. He then rebuilt

and gentlemen. Garrick joined, and Adam

Smith

, thereby ensuring that Johnson did not

Western Europe to the pluralist ideal of

small-town

politics in the United States'? Citizen

fur-trimmed coat was already emerging from a

small

crowd of bystanders. He bowed to Burun,

that Kathleen O'Neill had been moved to a

small

hospital near St Helens in Lancashire and

thought of Bob, unpredictable and darkly

smiling

, her mouth went dry and her stomach felt

that?' asked Brian. Camille thought his

smile

made him look like one of Mick's greyhounds

incompletely assembled weapon exploded,

smothering

his head, arms and shoulders in a mass

back began to feel warm as she imagined a

small

bead of laser light centred there, cueing

looked concerned for a second, then her

smile

returned. She put her arm round my shoulders

Prentice looked up, at first surprised, then

smiling

, when Rory laughed. Prentice stood on the

the greater the number of dots, the more

smoother

and cleaner appearance the character/image

watermarks etc) for use on cheques. Serif a

small

cross stroke at the end of the main stroke

The longest day I can remember at Needham

smithy

was the day of the Stowmarket Christmas

morning sky was smudged yellow and grey with

smoke

and the heat was beginning to beat down

awareness, a desire to break them. They

smiled

at each other in the mirror, and Miranda

colour, was always worsted in this optical

smorgasbord

. It was hard work getting paid, as

slightly, then his lips curled into a crooked

smile

. `You can go,' he told her. `I'll

the room. The air was thick with cigarette

smoke

. Beside him, his colleague DS Finn was

these killings I'd tell you .' Gregson

smiled

thinly. `The idea I had was crazy

the nerve centre, is it?' Gregson said,

smiling

, scornfully. `Where all the big decisions

odd sentence floated to her through the

smells

of frying bacon and toasting bread. Words

caique might sink in waters infested with

small

sharks. She hoped that one might eat the

misled. You can't complain. So continue to

smile

and be gay. The evening progressed

they'd been, her skin less blotchy. She

smiled

, hesitantly at first, then more confidently

in, holding the bowl close to his mouth,

smacking

his lips in appreciation. `This is

a Saturday school (McLaughlin, 1985). In

small

businesses like a grocery shop, a newsagent

Delight' from Lehár's operetta The Land of

Smiles

(1929) was one of his most famous, and

1945 to 1953. Although the classes were

small

, he became a legendary teacher. Among his

unless the patient suffered a pronounced

smallpox

attack. As a later inoculator pointed out

. " I'm afraid she's gone." I lifted the

small

body, almost feather light, wrapped it

translucent sea and amiable West Indians

smiled

at us. Since December 1989 cruise

each other. He didn't say anything, he just

smiled

his quiet, enigmatic smile and returned

me - harmless, but repulsively slimy and

smelling

like rotting Detrovyllan haemo-cheese.

beards of the Medes and the Persian; the

small

pointed beards of the Safavids, or the

whips up the peat and chokes your lungs like

smog

. And yet the staff, if they didn't leave

a messenger of his - a young man from a

small

town, whom Pausanias had seduced as a boy

in each finger, a stain in the brain, A

small

polka-dot burp, with headache tablets,

no-one else did. He preened himself and

smirked

. " Let's fly up into that tree over

officers were seen as polite, helpful and

smart

. You agree that our police fit the bill

head-and-shoulders photograph of Joyce,

smartly-suited

and with hair plastered down. In the course

beginning to thicken, then spoon into a

small

greaseproof-paper icing bag. Pipe the chocolate

will have to be big and robust or smart and

small

to survive. Of the medium- sized firm he

to flexibility and speed of response, the

small

firm can far outdo big business, Euravia

electric-pink old-fashioned roses and the

smell

of Lagerfeld's favourite opopanax candles

the bike. Though the tarmac takes a

smooth

U-turn on to the next straight, rider and

larger English counties, it has a population

smaller

even than the Isle of Wight (Table 3.3)

it was thirty years ago. The Mirror Maid,

Small

Town Ireland, Co. Offaly. Letter

ways. The choice between big city life and

small

town values is made a great deal easier

n't want to help her open it - I wanted to

smash

it in her face. `Childlessness brings

benefit of this expansion accrued not to

smaller

farmers, but to central government or to

of different services, each designed to

smooth

your way throughout the world. These are

and charms of communal living - such as

small-hour

parties on one side of a desperate-to-sleep

postmen from forcing fragile material through

small

letterboxes. Delivery The vast majority

lead-mine, while further up the dale is the old

smelt

mill chimney on Malham Moor. Beyond

If the School's size had made it too

small

to be a" full comprehensive unit", it also

right. I ought to have guessed from the

smell

, but it was new to me." " It had

squatted down. To their right the moon,

smoky

and yellow in thin night cloud, stood over

1970; Milburn and Bentley, 1971; Harris and

Smyth

, 1971. See also Seabrook, 1970b, 1971,

and Jane were being sheltered, only a very

small

number of people, perhaps no more than

counterexample, hence, by principle W, a

smallest

counterexample and thence the contradiction

laughter blew through him, and left him

smiling

. He sighed, relaxed, turned towards her

assured, since delegates would be charged a

small

fee for their food and lodging. After discussion

appreciably darker staining and lies in a

small

and shooting tasks was observed as in the

smaller

" notch" in the nuclear membrane. The nuclei
experiment. This combination of good
marksmanship

sixth century. St. Asaph - One of the

smallest

cities in Britain the existing cathedral

on these pages. WINNER Neat lid stay

SMALL

LID stays for small boxes are difficult

in the billiard room kept a small fire of

smashed

furniture smouldering by the window and

huge shells glinting in the moonlight, drag

smaller

males behind them. Sometimes, in their

and pops to a gradual halt, the red-hot

smoke

energy subsides and his searchlight balls

`Yer not bein' greedy, luv,' he replied

smiling

. `Yer doin' it fer all the best reasons

inevitable decline in the significance of

small

firms in advanced capitalist economies

smoking behaviour). Gender, mother's

smoking

status, father's smoking status, and father

urban-based industry, the transformation of

small

centres like Ghent, Ypres, and Lille into

exceed those of men, but women commit only a

small

percentage of sexual crimes and crimes

they are tied down by the responsibility of

small

children, they also experience satisfaction

particular watermarks has revealed that a

small

portrait of Petrus Sylvius, Saskia's cousin

better understood. He noted that only a

small

entitled `The large fishes devouring the

small

part of the ancient Sicàn capital, covering
fishes', expected to make £10-15,000 ($17,50026,000

stance. After Mike Kelley, Nan Goldin, Kiki

Smith

, Jan Sterbak and Tunga, and a retrospective

parallel to that of nonsmokers. Passive

smoking

Nonsmokers are at risk of contracting

more successful in preventing the uptake of

smoking

, especially those in which children took

developing one of these diseases. Stopping

smoking

is the most effective single treatment

for lung cancer in those who have always

smoked

only cigars and pipes are significantly

those who sold property to him were mainly

small

landowners, widows and heiresses. Lancaster

promontories; in family compounds - large and

small

temples appear as a natural complement

Street and put up posters declaring it a

smoking

zone. Commuters behind the campaign

Mozambique, Algeria. The prevalence of

smoking

in adults and children In Great Britain

ASH guide to eating, drinking and sleeping

smoke-free

was launched at the Hilton Hotel: special

legs with black peat. I made myself very

small

as the stags crashed down the heathery,

produced a potentially classic testpiece at

Smoothlands

. Slave to the Rythym, E5 6b, takes a line

death (i.e. it is strongly associated with

smoking

). For the older age groups there is a distinct

thinking, I can get away with this. I was

smoking

and he didn't say nothing to me, see.'

entertainment. Outside, there is a sun terrace,

small

pool, children's pool and whirlpool with

. Or, you can also visit San Marino, the

smallest

republic in the world, set on the slopes

alike for a cool relaxing drink. There is a

small

lounge and a light modern breakfast room

wasn't there, I'd left, and I thought he'd

smash

things up and my china cabinet would be

finished yet ? That's right, he's really

small

isn't he? Yeah. Bob. Dick. Well I think

place. Go , Smoking marijuana now. You! I'm

smoking

pot. Are a dirty good-for-nothing Malcolm

didn't you know? She got No. busted for

smoking

in one of the loos. Oh poor girl. She was

bought a car. Can I try again. Says here,

smoking

is not allowed. Yeah, I was quite surprised

hear it. I wanna go now. You can really

smell

, can you smelt it, Claire I thought, I

's got first of all. Erm can we find the

smallest

. We'll both have a look at this, all have

trained, they would I suggest be able to

smell

out very quickly an malpractice and would

gets slower and slower it can only carry

smaller

and smaller particles. Mm. By the time

lenses she looked really nice actually Mm

Smartened

herself up Mm That's what you ought to

Yeah, drops and this revolting cream that

smells

foul! Oh yeah under. Did Yes. Yeah. You

replacement bulb there dear? Mm, looks a bit

small

dunnit? Oh no. Can I have a look at that

thing doesn't it? Hm, it's not terribly

smooth

either. No. And that's direct from Frank

No she doesn't. Can you cut it up really

small

? Yes. Hey! I'm afraid there most of it's

o'clock or something like that you know

Smashing

, oh that'll be nice Oh, er I'll buy you

`Ah!' Isambard leaned back in his chair,

smiling

. `You can speak to the purpose when you

has proposed an order-driven system for

small

value share transactions which would be

truly laid by Grandpa. Bombed out of one

small

premises, Grandpa had moved from factory

skateboard? Some of that has worn off. It's all

smooth

. Oh it will do as er you use it really.

teddy up, it's all sad. Morning! Poorly

small

boy? I've got a big poorly boy. Yeah. Well

logical when you think about it cos being a

small

community Mm. you'd be able to cope quite

enquired and it wouldn't be much more for a

small

property. When the market lifts then you

get stuck, I mean, he's got a wife and two

small

children at home. And I'm saying, it's

Well I put this on yesterday and I could

smell

it! Well, my mum put this on last night

for him, then he's making him some an'all.

Smashing

. Cos he's fed up of seeing Getting clever

difficult to find, those are like the very

small

ones, they have a picture on there. Tt.

heating costs is less. If you had Yeah. a

smaller

place. Yeah. You're lighting costs are

years old. The couple were diving near the

Smalls

reef off the Pembrokeshire coast, an area

say that they are definately going to fit

smoke

alarms to their new home. Read in studio

blockages - which are responsible for most

smells

Read in studio Good evening. WESLEY

SMITH

on ferries, but by a vaccuum - a one off
NICK CLARK Video-Taped report follows
WITNEY/Oxfordshire

report follows HAILEY/Oxfordshire ANDREW
studio Good evening. ANNE DAWSON
WESLEY
HURST/Gloucester DORIS SEALEY/Robbery
Victim Insp DAVE
studio Good Evening: ANNE DAWSON
WESLEY

SMITH

SMITH

The fraud squad has been called in to

Read in studio Good Evening. WESLEY

SMITH

Police are warning that two armed robbers

whilst men are giving up more women are

smoking

. Debbie Kelly reports. Video-Taped report

the injury to All Star running back Emmitt

Smith

has hit the offence hard. Planning

style for which the Queen is famous.

Smaller

designs in a myriad of colours are launched

hander. It's got to be Gower for Robin

Smith

. I have lost count of the number of times

feminist comic, a Scotsman called Haggis, a

smooth

, fast-talking agent and a series of unlikely

he works at a roadside diner, where he's
Unemployment in the building industry would be
cut,

smitten

with waitress Caroline (1993 Oscar-winner

small

builders would have a field day.

was ordered to cut down on drinking, stop

smoking

and reduce his weight from 15 stone.

do, really. I mean, AIDS is a very very
studio Good Evening: ANNE DAWSON
WESLEY

small

part of of the death toll. Yeah. Take cancer

SMITH

The recent cold weather means most hostels

Eurocraft - run by the Northern Ireland
APRIL 1993 BLACKBIRD LEYS/Oxford
ANDREW

Small
SMITH

Business Institute (NISBI) and Craftworks
MP/Lab Cllr JOHN COCHRANE/Oxfordshire
County

and three fire fighters were treated for

smoke

inhalation. As children turned up as usual

new Judges Road ground tomorrow.

Smyth

, an Irish international cricketer, is one

's 328 commuter aircraft, beginning with

small

airframe parts before being extended to

The girl looked away, blushing. Cranston

smiled

and tapped the man gently on the shoulder

Another major issue is the reluctance of

small

businesses to invest in a PC may lie in

off-licence in Deeside. Dodman, who ran the

Smithy

View garage in Wrexham, paid £4,000 for

, Essemmay OB A 3; St. Aloysius 2 (Chris

Smith

, Eddie Nugent), Cabiin 0; BRNESC Res 2,

merchants of lining their nests. G.

Smith

, Crosby. Work never done I WOULD like

He said: `As I got out of the car I could

smell

the gas.' His daughter Diane Perry

transplant girl Kelly Prosser is only a few

smiles

away from home, thanks to caring friends

their glasses. It involves making a

small

incision in the cornea and `threading'

independent of mind, man is in fact only a

small

cog in the machine. `I see nothing,' he

bridesmaid, bridesmaid dress at least she'll come

smart

has she?, oh well, there you are then that

friends'. We contented ourselves with a few

small

purchases, but will probably go there for

soul in sight but there was this distinct

smell

of cigar smoke and my colleague er Mr Martin

with a spray. I never work because it was a

small

workshop that I worked in and in the south

written in biro by Mrs Harrison was that

small

amount, 1 pence. And just to add insult

Thomas was mayor just before the War, John

Smith

was a member of parliament in the Long

the most appropriate place to have lots of

smoke

. I've seen it at closed hand. I've seen

people to come in and do pre-West End shows,

small

operas, small musicals, er concerts, films

you had to reject from that number? Only a

small

handful fortunately. You're listening to

A-U on U-A stacking, corresponding to the

smallest

base pair stacking exothermicity (-23 kJ

their ten-man win over Brugge. Walter

Smith

made the point yesterday that while there

manager and certainly not Rangers' Walter

Smith

for taking out every Ibrox player originally

goalkeeper Peter Schmeichel unawares, but

smacked

hard against his crossbar. Ferguson

SMITH
SMITH/Gloucest
ershire

MP/Lab Oxford East Voice over Three officers
Video-Taped report follows KEN
GOODWIN/Cheltenham
Police The men got away with £500 from

the Labour Party want it banned to reduce
privatisation after the speech by Labour leader
John
admittedly-dwindling sector of the population
which still

smoking

or to increase it? If a ban makes no difference

Smith

and the remarks by shadow Scottish Secretary

smokes

and those who make their living from the

wheelchairs. IN Milton Street there is a

smart

detached house worth at least £85,000.

against taking action but employees at the

smaller

axle production plant in Glasgow backed

Doll, who first discovered the link between

smoking

and lung cancer, said he could understand

Scottish party's position arose after Mr

Smith

set out his vision for Labour's future

$1,000 for the entire case, says Mr Stafford

Smith

. When he wanted to bring witnesses from

April-born home bred Charolais cross heifer,

Smarty

Pants by Allanfauld Vagabond and out of

and surrounding terraced streets were too

small

for furniture wagons. Meanwhile,

the MPs said they were trying to protect

small

people they were really protecting themselves

promises me privatisation will not lead to a

smaller

railway and if subsidies are needed, he

Mrs Chandler walking with a man slightly

smaller

than her, about 5ft 8in tall. After

year. The company director, Mr Gordon

Smith

, said his company was chosen because of

by-election. Labour claimed the result `

smashed

' the Liberal Democrats in Wear Valley despite

Golden Duck award, insists that once when

Smith

rang he laid the phone down, did the week

many cases, the matrimonial home.'

Small

companies are the mainspring of the British

centenary. `Even if we celebrated in a

small

way we would have attracted tourists from

against ex-champions, and Roger Bowers and Jim

Smith

hade walkovers. For Shildon it was

price £20, are still available from Harry

Smurthwaite

(Darlington .) Lopez wins BOXING:

song to any familiar tune. To the melody of

Smoke

Gets in Your Eyes, the winner wrote an

The sun breaks through the hazy Teesside

smog

just as the show kicks off with the release

Grange, she said: `I don't intend to start

smoking

and I don't like being in the company of

results: Thirsk Open, Salmon Hall Richard

Smith

5-6-0, gudgeon, pole and maggot; Tim Ing

Saturday from 8pm. Glass target: Vandals

smashed

a stained glass window worth £100 at a

with a huge Wheatsheaf, Blue Bells and a

small

Green Tree that looked very much like Three

ROBB: Fast… and ready for faster

Smith

, the highest jumper in the world last year

the walls of his constituency office in

Smithdown

Road, Wavertree. `The offices are

've got downstairs if any We've got some

small

ones but not a lot I don't suppose. I mean

gonna take over from Gooch Yes or whatever

Smith

is now in, he hasn't scored yet, fifty

collect the bread from Road, there was a

small

office at the side of the Infirmary I believe

old lady just trust Fletcher, she's quite

smart

and nice ain't she? Yeah what? Who's the

huge legs ached. I toppled towards them and

smiled

. `We'll have a drink waiting for

A PENSIVE Prince Charles ventures a wry

smile

yesterday, staying silent about his friendship

But Turner wouldn't rise to that . He

smiled

thinly, let his narrowed eyes coolly appraise

glanced back at her son with a reassuring

smile

. When she looked back at the road

small scotch, perhaps.' As Hatch moved to a

small

drinks trolley, well stocked with spirits

space in a window box, you can fit many

small

flowering plants between the larger clumps

silver-grey effect is created by the very

small

hairs on the underside of the flower or

oval picture you will have to use several

small

pieces so that they follow the shape of

looking bunch, They roll up their joints,

smoke

pot with their lunch. Each sporting earrings

Speech and Drama last year. Not such a

smooth

passage for Judith By Tim Satchell JUDITH

want?' The young man continued to

smile

. `We are business acquaintances of your

things; drains, mice or rot and they all

smell

very similar. Drainage smells arose because

is not terribly exciting.' Andrew

Smith

, economist at Credit Lyonnais said: `The

we must remember that these animals were

small

. To keep a Tyrannosaurus rex alive would

all the parables. The mustard seed is the

smallest

seed of all, but when it is planted it

should be grateful for the desk job in a

small

dark room at Admiralty House. He rose to

million hidden in their luggage.

Smith

was jailed for 25 years. Preacher cashes

old times to find all the old mates are

smackheads

now, wheeling and dealing on the estates

arrived, and I must say that it looked - and

smelled

- lovely. So the previous party of

first dress. `Just look straight ahead and

smile

. Then turn around and show the back and

`There,' she said approvingly, `You look

smashing

.' And so it happened. Constance stepped

though, the roar of the grandstand and the

smell

of the horse-sweat proved irresistible.

plans could lie in ruins tonight if Graham

Smith

's B side grasp the nettle, particularly

. Brave Spot in dogged comeback Giles

Smith

SPOT the dog is a greyhound in a million

season. Stalemate on Sunday By Richard

Smith

BRITAIN's first Sunday jumps meeting

finishing touches to negotiations which could

smash

all records. He said: `When you're

played for most of the game with a suspected

smashed

ankle. Palace manager Steve Coppell

Because if it was small and white and

smooth

it would be an aspirin! How can you

the house in a pleasant street where each

smallish

building was separated from its neighbours

legs apart, hands on hips, glaring at the

small

boys and girls who sat nervously at their

spoke up and said, `But surely you were a

small

person once, Miss Trunchbull, weren't you

cigarette from the butt end of the one he was

smoking

. `But it's a terrible thing if it comes

friend came and said, `There's an awful

smell

of gas in this flat, you'll kill yourself

repressed energy: `I think this thing has been

smouldering

for years and now it's finally broken through

because a hangover had already eaten into his

small

reserves of patience and equanimity.

facilities and dependency. A relatively

small

number of beds (per head of population)

The software, supported through the AIX

SMIT

interface, provides storage administration

Frito Flatfoot savoured the delicious spicy

smell

and exchanged knowing glances… This was

areas, but rather to split business into

small

and large accounts. However, he claims

machine has all the basic tools for managing a

small

business, excluding printer and photocopier

season, the age of the infant, maternal
system companies. CRAY TAKES ORDERS
FOR

smoking

, sleep position, and sharing a bed with

SMALLER

SYSTEMS Cray Research Inc, which says

and children. Recently, however, two

small-scale

studies have been completed which take

it seriously.' Jaffa chairman Dave

Smith

said the event was growing in stature.

touch with the misery and squalor in which a

small

number of old people live. However, it

`To safeguard parents' feelings, the

small

risk of losing potential evidence is worth

point to very particular things, such as

smoking

and diet. Nevertheless, we can say

His fears were real enough. During 1759

Smart

was again consigned to a madhouse, this

condition are your hands in? 1 Soft and

smooth

2 A bit dry 3 Rough and very dry 14. Which

It's designed to gently exercise the
MADE FOR YOU. IT IS FIBRE-FREE AND
WON'T

small
SMUDGE

, delicate facial muscles to help prevent
, FLAKE OR RUN. YOU KNOW IT'S SAFE
BECAUSE

to be of three sizes, large, medium and

small

. At West Stow the one large hall is the

drawn from the domestic stock. Hence their

smaller

size reflects domestic use and they are

wi' all 'is brass.' However, he put on a

smile

and replied, `Of course. When t'time comes

worry about me,' she said, with a faint

smile

. `I've learnt my lesson. I realise what

share with two 8&ins; Oscars and a couple of

small

Pimelodids. Auchenoglanis occidentalis

developed over the usage of the centre by

SM

(sadomasochism) groups. Lesbians Against

not going to damn a feature such as the

Smooth

Tube for being gimmicky just because it

like, electronic distortions. I just have a

small

preamp pedal to balance the volumes when

course of good year-round condition with

small

greens of high quality; a second shot course

certainly worth trying. `Bambi' is even

smaller

, crisper and tastier than `Little Gem'.

are carried on graceful arching stems. For

smaller

plants try Sedum `Autumn Joy' with its

saying, `That's nice! Smartish.' `Aye,

smart

… ish. Where is she?' She turned and looked

frightened me. He was on the road. He was

smiling

, and I ran to the house and told Mrs Aggie

Viz . But what I really like is girls with

small

feet.' Brian Harvey of East 17 `Hitler

medical direction to lose weight or quit

smoking

may likewise be quite rightly unwilling

young woman with a baby in her arms and a

small

tearful boy hanging on to her skirt. The

?' He went on to his lodge. Sister

smiled

at his blue-jacketed back. `Paddy

It was just something in his eyes when he

smiled

and his voice when he talked to a woman

Georgia O'Keeffe market was evident: the

small

and not very exciting `Cannas' (lot 160

give her a look and say black mark, Private

Smith

. Reaching the landing, she heard the murmur

and setbacks from which it suffered seem

small

in retrospect, but they preyed on the minds

`Well, thank you very much.' Denholm

smiled

and turned to Talbot. `With the Captain

cottage industries of the villages or the

small

cities. Peasants and small town workers

I came across Mark huddled underneath a

small

buttress about 50 metres below the summit

hard objects. My flight path ended on a

small

ledge, my hands still grasping Olympus

staff for the january 1993 DTS, leading a

small

group, outreach team etc. I'm excited about

you could say.' Her voice sounded suddenly

small

and sad. For the first time Benny

window alcove. It could have been a very

smart

room, Sean thought, mentally ticking off

some tar baby incendiaries. Christopher

Smalley

's men had already destroyed the great wheels

double-sided tape, provided the sub-floor is

smooth

, clean and dust-free. Use underlay under

earlier, an `edition' is any number of books,

small

or large printed from one setting of type

in wild-type littermates, these cells are

small

and negative for IL-2R (data not shown)

again in a high-pressure galactic wind. A

small

portion of the remainder appears to be

sex, compared with the same models with

small

crests. Females responded to male models

14July 1992. Each model was presented with a

small

crest, then with accentuated crest, then

the daily expression of opinion and its
deliberately experimental service, designed to
seek

smallest

details can be changed by the direct intervention

small

, specialized and neglected audiences, was

time, Labour was led by Neil Kinnock. John

Smith

doesn't scare people anything like as much

fist into his teeth. Instead he carried on

smiling

. Joe didn't know it but his days were numbered

the pictures with me mates.' Maura

smiled

triumphantly. `Well, that's settled then

whose unnatural behaviour it describes. `How

smart

a lash that speech doth give my conscience

identification. Other saxifrages I identified at

Smeerenburg

were nivalis , ceruna , rivularis and the

Arctic and one pomarine skua flew past.

Smaller

than the great skua but a little larger

it. It is no wonder that so many of the

small

northern birds have to raise large broods

Central and South America and the Middle East.

Smith

and Wesson is owned by F H Tomkins PLC,

was already off the deck and bearing them

smoothly

upwards. Winded, Tabitha gasped,

level, way up through clanking, pounding,

smoking

factoryland; which hadn't been easy. He

lay on the bunks, all but one. He was a

small

man with a puffed chest and a jutting chin

prefers a large, somewhat blurred image to a

small

, sharp one. Lindstedt refers to the possibility

Redundancy of Courage, E5 6b with Craig

Smith

. Also in Langdale the ever active Steve

with spectacular cliff scenery. Many of the

small

, pretty inland and coastal villages can

Doune with an interesting motor museum. The

small

, peaceful island of Iona has been a centre

So far the information available is too

small

to draw any conclusions, but the correlations

hospitalization, cannot be forced on anyone. If a

small

child rejects medicine dispensed by one

instead in case the garment ends up too

small

. Perhaps that's because being a larger

firmly and finishing it with a tassel or

small

`frill'. Then I knit a rouleau strip to

Students dreaded being assigned to these

small

towns where there were few opportunities

Comair : (or Commercial Airways, based at Jan

Smuts

Airport, Johannesburg.) Are in the final

for reformists to restrict themselves to a

small

set of targets like generic pronouns and

pruning. Pimelodus pictus will take

smaller

fish, such as Neons, but in a densely planted

tobacco or vapour rub? If you `give' the

smell

to the reader rather than using your own

and with the speech therapist, I drew a

small

house, his, and a large building, an old

was above average, production was clearly

small

in volume. The fact that Kent headed this

company is in bankruptcy court protection. A
PERSONAL COMPUTER BEAT THE BUDGET
WITH MONEY

small

European operation remains in the UK, the

SMITH

FOR WINDOWS 3D MENU - Get your hard disk

immediately affects non-Turkish Europe. The

smaller

nations get short shrift on somewhat different

Range. The lower route explores the

small

, and probably little known, valley of Pasture

importance of this road?' Sharpe pointed at the

smaller

road on which he and Doggett travelled.

limber. For a second the shell lay with a

smoking

fuse amidst the wreckage of the wheel,

using stripes for a garment is that only a

small

amount of each yarn is needed and the width

Happy Mondays, Ride and The Cure (Robert

Smith

is coincidentally scrubbed and present)

of `statesmen' or `estatesmen' who were

small

freeholders. In 1766 a Cumberland man pointed

eastern end of the sea front, which leads to a

small

harbour. On the sea front itself you can

Business Administration. Additionally, the

Small

Business Administration will provide agents

Signal Inc) or Dyneema (D.S.M.) comes with a

smooth

surface, braided or twist, slides with

kites with large sail area. In contrast, the

smaller

and faster stunters with higher sail loading

of thing for years. Respray a spam-can?

Smith

's Tech-Air (NZ) takes it all its stride

discovered, the place had been rented by a

small

group of supposed `rustic freaks' who claimed

at Cork Street, beneath the pavements of

smart

Mayfair, four men from MI5 were rooted

chosen well. Top-quality diamonds, even

small

ones, are normally `sourced' with a certificate

is a way of asserting solidarity. Hence

smokers

' etiquette: `Have one of mine, it's my

misread her map. Ivy and Margaret

smiled

, and we all agreed that it was remarkable

and general store - the only shop in the

small

Scottish village - knew where most of Mom

guarded by tinted glass and a lady driver who

smiled

, `Mr & Mrs Ives?' and strode forward, forcefully

you'se goin' to do it then?' Willie
seriously-injured U.S. players, when they were
taken to

smiled

, his cheeks burning with excitement.

small

hospitals ill-equipped for major trauma

ahead. Coral Welsh Grand National

SMASHING

records comes easy to champion trainer

denied by a fine save from Gouteev.

Smith

insists Brugge are still a threat, but

Cremonese are just two games from the final, but

Smith

said: `We still have our pride at stake

as being totally impracticable for most

small

companies, and fairly difficult even for

assumed that the UK group satisfies the

small

group criteria in s 249 and since it is

one even going so far as to say that your

smile

`will need surgically removing' after driving

What psychologists George Sik and Stephen

Smith

found was that the person most needed in

six pages, seven pictures. No Dad and no

smiles

. GUSHIEST COMMENT: `Every day I find

's roads. Although Sri Lanka was a

small

island, there were marked differences in

more advanced after the recession there,

smaller

company shares have performed strongly.

respond to the staff's views. In general,

smokers

do not want to be patronised with compulsory

fell for con PRINCESS Diana was lured by

smooth-talking

Courtney after he was described as one

Comedians Griff Rhys Jones and Mel

Smith

went for huge belly laughs as they poked

very fast, and accompanied by up to four

smaller

lights. `It looked like a plane on

is to take them apart, using one or two

small

screwdrivers to prise off the end cover

persevered. However, the boy was hard to handle,

smoking

, and drinking most likely, out with girls

closed. From his pocket, Erlich took a

small

plastic bag, and into it he dropped the

are our best. Yours, Walter

Smith

PS: What on earth do you do with

Duxford in mid November was Spitfire XIV

SM832/G-WWII

, previously at the Charles Church Collection

were laid in the Narrows, but on 8 March a

small

Turkish vessel had laid another line of

and manufacturing systems. It includes the

SmartStream

core decision support software, Financial

the whole tub. White worm thrive on

small

pieces of bread or rice crispies soaked

her famous cheeky grin. But that megawatt

smile

indicates more than contentment with her

with perhaps some offices, businesses and

small

factories in addition. In terms of traffic

the dark room, at the end of which was a

small

stage with a drum-kit and mike-stand on

when he smiled. They just lengthened. His

smile

seemed to prove the point. Later

now. Her pink shirt blurred. Her breath

smelt

of damp hay, hay that had been stored too

glassy face. He walked until the farm was two

small

lights in the darkness. Somewhere down

eldest girl wheeling a pushchair with two

smaller

children, one each side of her, clutching

congregation size. In our case, by starting two

small

congregations which began with fewer than

aim for the bull! YO! DUDES! ROOKFORD

SMELLS

OF DEAD FISH! HEE! Adventures! Bash Yer

interviewer whilst we were talking. 13. I

smiled

occasionally. 14. I offered my thanks to

beginning to crack down on this type of

smuggling

. The Osaka Police Department says plans

curled into a grimace which passed for a

smile

. `Kirov I You have come on business, I

he would come across a wartime crony in a

small

, ex-officers' club in South Kensington.

but I was disappointed when I saw what a

small

, tumbledown house my brother and his wife

Ireland in June 1941 to interview the crew of

Smith

's Catalina and found that he had the scoop

the drunks and the seasick threw up in the

smelly

lounges. Even so, she had hidden

She didn't know any of the names; she

smiled

and shook hands and was passed from one

June, and will also be included in the new

SmartSuite

2.0 for Windows with the Ami Pro 3.0 word

relatively simple-to-administer departmental or

small

systems, to corporate-wide, integrated

and creates executable files faster and

smaller

than previous releases; it is $900, now

They never fail you, do they?' She

smiled

and kissed his nose. `No. Never.'

He looked at his mother, seeing how she

smiled

self-consciously and lowered her head,

yourself in such an image, Hal?' Shepherd

smiled

. `It's not the all of me, I know, but it

your son, if that's all right?' Hal

smiled

and reached out to take his hand. `That

customer is always right.' She managed a wan

smile

. `It seemed the only way to avoid a huge

the network variable beyond an analysis of

small

closeknit groups to an analysis of the

where others fail, that in signing Clive

Smott

, son of former manager Wally, I have found

Are we? PEG: Shall we both take a

small

pill and sleep it out until later?

gets up and sits on the edge of his bed and

smokes

a pipe. Pause .) MAX: Do you think

admiring pupils towards the young vicar,

smiling

openly at him. He just stared at her, as

red. Melanie felt a twinge of discomfort.

Smiling

blandly, Finn turned a key. The furry arms

know. And then, on 19th June, in a

small

room in Edinburgh Castle, my baby was born

she held it up to the light she saw that a

small

circle of skin was inflamed. She hoped

about the product? What will it taste or

smell

like? What will it cost? Is that good value

administration and office management for a

small

marketing and distribution company.

were just too big. In the confines of the

small

studios Doctor Who used for recording,

kittiwakes?' Far out, a sprinkling of

small

white birds swooped up and down in hurried

very much, too. The leaves of the trees are

small

and green. The grass is green, too. It's

been asked the meaning of the expression, `

smoke

the houses'. (5) R: in those

seals it with a plug of sand made firm and

smooth

by hammering it with a grain of gravel

Its fruit are about the size and colour of

small

oranges, and squirrels and hornbills feed

three or four. When they discover a shoal of

smaller

fish, they will harry them on all sides

displacing the sun's image with mirrors. Many

small

birds travel at night when they are safe

She was on every screen. On some a

small

figure, seen from a distance, almost dancing

bursts that issued from his gun and carved

smoking

shall we say 500? YOU: No, that would be too

small

scars in the wall. Ten seconds.
. COUNSEL: Then the range is somewhere
between

", an efficient Chairman will turn to Ms

Smith

and Mr Jones and ask for their reports.

into a ratio measure. In the example above,

Smith

would have a laterality coefficient of

. The brown hyena deposits two different

smell

chemicals by everting an anal pouch and

sensory hairs which are tuned to the female's

smell

molecules. Pores along the hairs filter

parched spit of land. We finally emerged on

smiling

white beaches, fringed with palms and the

clock at the same time. Now imagine the

small

hand on 10 both clocks is held at 3 and

large shape and subtracting the area of the

small

shape. 10 Algebra On the parade ground

raw and new, dust and brightness. And the

smells

, the beginning of the smells of the south

light across the extraordinary scenes where

Smollett

's elderly ladies retained their urine indefinitely

a strange situation but if you've got a

smaller

estate you'll get away with it, and if

he's got something in his nose so he can

smell

anything. He's got very he's very sensitive

creed of all Catalan industrialists. One

smaller

Catalan industry, cork, was more consistent

chemo-receptors, allowing the snail to taste and

smell

food in the water. Two more protuberances

and baroque clutter. Now she lives in a

small

flat in Ladbroke Grove, with a young woman

Alix. Widowed at twenty-two, left with a

small

baby. Sebastian cut off in the glory and

`Textuality as striptease' in my novel,

Small

World : If you say something to me

launched their `let's all go out jogging, stop

smoking

and eat brown bread' health promotion campaigns

notorious of cases, most authors receive very

small

amounts indeed from publication. There

with violence and robbed in two cases of

small

sums of money. One victim was head butted

n't like the fact that our male companions

smelt

like compost heaps, but we didn't dream

J.C.S. ] SENTENCE Robbery - robbery of

small

branch bank by single offender armed with

and, frequently, mini-buses will be too

small

to cope with maximum demand over part of

Indeed, in the last years of the Empire a

smaller

proportion of noble land passed from their

and administrators, and more successful

small

business people. In the early twentieth

position, or if the mother is particularly

small

and slim, in general, every expectant mother

her marriage, despite the presence of a

small

army of black servants in the Queen Anne

as her mother; in an attempt to make her

smile

Joseph winked theatrically at her, but

moment, hoping he would look around and

smile

; but he kept his back turned to her and

a bad profit for the year, Auguste." He

smiled

and made a little admiring gesture with

of phase space end up passing through a

smaller

volume, this does not mean that distance

have to bear in mind is that if you have a

smoke

detector that conforms to the British Standard

hand, voluntary organizations are often

small

and too daunted by local bureaucracy to

very much in evidence . Mm. Just basically

small

groups that would help each other. That

the deck, and to try and manage that with

small

children, probably a buggy and shopping

checked his room, but his bed was cold. His

small

suitcase had been packed, and looked as

domestic sub-contractors. Frequently on

smaller

contracts, builders do not formally obtain

such delights as fully customizable Lotus

Smart

Icons, mouse support and better printer

supporters, but the issue was allowed to

smoulder

for eighty years until the Delegates Conference

, five or more, and not known); maternal

smoking

in pregnancy (no, yes, not known); total

sake of beautiful outline', so that the

small

dining-table appears as `an odd and insignificant

fields were soon reduced to a number of

smaller

fields of round about ten acres apiece.

publicised because it is of value only to that

small

number of people who may misuse medicines

thought. We're not Mutt and Jeff. The

smile

lingered on Reid's face. `Susan and I were

his wife. Nothing there.' Jackson was in a

small

hotel close to the city centre. He had

there.' She turned to Schmidt and pressed a

smile

on to her mouth. `Is it OK - to go for

to the kitchen and put the kettle on the

small

bottled-gas stove that stood beside the

security reform affected by the reservations of

small

business about new tasks for government

`Mr Shakespeare,' she began. Then she

smiled

, and suddenly you knew why all Englishmen

wakefulness, the Doctor eyed the cloud of grey

smoke

critically, wondering how much damage would

, I pulled it out and drank. She sat and

smiled

indulgently, a broken-mirror heart on her

just wholesome fun. Swimmers, whose only

talk's sadists' tales of cocks sucked down

ancillary troops and labourers for the Turkish

small
smallholder/soldi
ers

More secrets about my party, Cora-Beth?' He

smiled

at Wendell. `I hardly dare go into a room

to celebrate,' Harry said, returning her

smile

. If it can't be the present, we could celebrate

bronchial if I stay in London in the winter. The

smoke

and fog seem to get on my lungs, but apart

paint and the sweat on them - they begin to

smash

small bottles of some holy liquid and first

little strap stoked a fierce glow in her

smarting

fundament. `Oh, ouch. Please, stop

've got in that arm, lady. I bet you could

smack

ass harder than my old Nanny

while Richard was already seated there, his

small

chubby arms folded before him and his watchful

once and I trotted dutifully after him to a

small

anteroom adjoining the Cabinet room. We

was little more than a hamlet: a fine but

small

Norman church, an inn, a few houses and

ageing population, which tends to consist of

smaller

household sizes, may need a larger number

That is better. Thanks.' Andy gives a

small

smile, takes the empty glass from her and

find it convenient to make these and other

small

quantities of food available. Housing remains

freshness of original work, but besides the

small

scale the skirt is strongly broken by the

' or perhaps by typing `The will of John

Smith

,' or in some other passage that left it

. These slaves could be admitted into the

